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ABSTRACT
Since science and technology development, transport tools are convenience for human
to instead the feet, since the land constraints city should manage well road planning
and control importation of vehicles. Otherwise, the transport tools only bring more
troubles to humans, like the high population density small city – Macau. The residents
are facing the trouble things on the roads in this city every day. Therefore, we hope
that we can do something about present transportation system.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

Since science and technology development, human began to realise the world is very
wide that they cannot still reach a faraway destination on foot. In order to solve the
limitation of distance and time, many great inventors created different kinds of
transport tools to make human life better. The airplane, ferry and the car, these
transport tools are convenience for human to instead the feet, but at the same time,
these tools are also generated many derivative problems with the rapid development
of city. Especially the numbers of vehicles in the city, since the land constraints city
should manage well road planning and control importation of vehicles.
Otherwise, the transport tools only bring more troubles to humans, like the high
population density small city – Macau. The residents are facing the trouble things on
the roads in this city every day, and the other hand, the government not only cannot
provide effective solutions ease the problem in short period, also just focus on the
light rail with uncertain estimated finish time. Therefore, we hope that we can do
something let Macau people try to observe and think more about the transportation
system through our application, to get a anew cognitive of this city and wake up some
people to re-concern about present transportation system.

1.1 Overview

Macau is developed from a very small fishing village to international tourism city,
since Macau is an administrative region belong to China, and implementing the policy
of "one country, two systems" with the Basic Law. Because of this special
relationship and gambling is main income, attract many tourists come to travel Macau
from Mainland China and other different countries, Macau economic developed and
population increased rapidly.
Early stage of Macau is very lack of city planning and management, along of the
population increment uninterrupted quickly, it cause that the land in short supply
cannot provide for large amounts of demands of the house building. It is an indirect
affect that lead to reduce the road area or path change to house usage, then decrease
the available traffic flow of path directly. In fact, Macau government did not has the
clear strict laws to control and limit the numbers of vehicles importation, it is a
straight affect result that the excess of vehicles and always happen traffic jam on the
road in Macau. The driving test is too easy to pass, then let much more people get
driving license is the other reason that lead to many people have at least one private
vehicle each person by themselves. For the residents who are without own private
vehicle, traffic jam has already become a common problem they are facing every day
when they go to school and work by bus.

The public bus is the only one public transportation tool in Macau. The bus
companies are added to three in recent years, all the bus routes are assigned into these
three bus companies that they are TCM, TRANSMAC and NEWERA, and the
companies have their own management styles to give the serial numbers for the bus
routes. Actually, those serial numbers and the bus stations names are is hard for the
people to recognize or know, even if Macau residents, who always go out by bus, also
cannot identify clear most of bus stations names and the locations. Most of residents
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only can remember those bus stations they always stay. It shows that there is
something wrong in serial numbers and names of bus stations, so it is difficult for the
people to imagine the location and direction immediately.

And the other hand, although there are many bus routes go around almost all different
areas in Macau, only a number of bus routes are always used by the people. The
reason is that some bus routes are overlapped too much, and in contrast some bus
routes are overlapped too less or disconnect. It causes that the path of bus route
become more tortuous or without reachable bus route directly. People need to change
other bus routes or only can take certain bus routes to go to the destination. During the
traffic busy period, excess of vehicles have already held almost place of the roads. For
relatively large public buses, it is hard to go forward and move on the road. Mostly of
people common think that no need to transfer two bus routes is the best choice, so that
explain why people only take certain bus routes even if there is traffic jam. If
transportation hub happened traffic accident at this time, those paths which are linked
to hub will appear traffic paralysis completely.

Figure 1 Overview of whole project
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Based on this horrible transportation system in Macau, those poor situations will not
have any big change in short period. However, we consider that the situation cannot
be change perhaps we can change the people behaviour or activity to act in the
situation. In Macau, there are several websites or web applications doing the
collection of the public bus routes and show the information to people, but most of
them are not too specific of the information in words or only show the name on a
2D-map. We notice this point that some kind of people, such older people or someone
who cannot understand 2D-map well, they would feel hard to read the 2D-map to
imagine a 3D picture in their mind.

Most of Macau residents have already disappointed with this transportation system.
Therefore, we think that we can make a mobile application use new viewpoint or
object let the people can re-concern and change the thinking of the transportation
system. And let the tourist can easier to find the tourism place which they want to go.

1.2 Objectives

In recently year, smart phone become
more and more common in our life, it is
not only for teenager to use, older
people also use smart phone in their
daily life, so we want to make a mobile
application to the people. In our
application (MACAR), we divide it in
two parts to solve the problems we just
talking about.

First part is Augmented Reality (AR)
part. Augmented Reality is some instant
direct or indirect objects combine with
real world environment to show
information. We use it to show some
icon to express bus stations and Point of
Interests (POIs) on the camera screen
immediately. According the mobile
GPS, we get the current location of the
user, and then get the locations of POIs
and bus stations form the local database.
All the map data are exported from the
Open Street Map (OSM), after we
analyse the data and insert into the
database with SQLite, our mobile
Figure 2 AR example of our application
application can search data by the
R*-tree. AR part provides a clear concept for the user to know the direction of bus
stations and POIs, user do not need to transfer the 2D-map information to 3D or real
world in their mind, people can use this new idea view to take a look again in the city.
The AR part is credited by my partner.
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I focus the other part that is Time Dependent Network.
Time Dependent Network is depended on time variable to
generate the path between two places. In this part, we
simulate the suggestions of bus routes for the user, the
suggestions will change when the time period different. All
the data are also exported from the Open Street Map
(OSM), the data include
the detail path of bus
routes and traffic signals.
After we analyse the data,
then divide to many parts
of bus routes path and
assign the traffic signals in
it, create the time variable
and do the simulation.
Figure 4 example of
User would find that there
Time-Dependent Network
are many ways to go to the
destination and know more about different bus routes
information. If let more people know more about the
different public bus routes, it could be change the
people behaviour that the flow of people and the load
of the buses are came back to balance level, reduce
some pressure of certain bus routes to bring overflow
people in certain area.
Figure 3 example result of
Time-Dependent Network
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CHAPTER 2. Literature Survey/Related Work
2.1 Spatial Index
2.1.1 R*-tree

R* -tree [12] is one kind of spatial
index for doing queries in SQL
database. It group spatial objects into
a compact tree structure, and similar
the R-tree can store both spatial data
and point. R*-tree assign the data in a
minimum bounding box, each
bounding box can bound many objects
as its children. According minimizing
overlaps to merge and split optimized
the bounding box.

Construct an R*-tree need high cost
that the data are reinserted when the
bounding boxes overlap too much.
But it can provide a better search Figure 5 Example of an R*-tree for 2D rectangles [7]
performance than R-tree. It does not
need to do the linear scan of all the data in the database. Such as the large amounts of
locations data in map. It is also available to query all the satisfy entries by a range
quickly.
2.1.2 Grid-index

Gird-index also is a spatial index based on gird in SQL database. As the Figure 6
Example of Grid-index structure show, the example is 4 levels of Grid-index, there is
4*4, 16 cells are divided in each level, each cell also can deconstruct to 16 cells, all
cells of each level are numbered from left corner row-by-row with number 1 to 16.

Grid-index can be defined in three kinds of grid density, Low (4*4, 16cells), Medium
(8*8, 64cells) and High (16*16, 256cells), and the default grid density is Medium
when
without
any
setting.
Grid-index can be used in the map
deconstruct, it is used to search or
query the object by linear scan,
check the object in which cells of the
level, then record the number of
these cells and do breadth first level
to level by tessellation rules. But
Grid-index query performance is not
better than R*-tree query in large
amounts data in map.
Figure 6 Example of Grid-index structure [3]
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2.2 Routing Computation

2.2.1 General shortest path vs. Time-dependent shortest path
The general short path
problem is a classic
algorithm problem in graph
theory study that finds out
the shortest path from start
point to end point or
between any two points. As
we all know that, such as
the Dijkstra’s algorithm [8],
A* search algorithm [1] etc.

Dijkstra’s algorithm is used
to find the shortest path in
Figure 7 Example of shortest path [6]
the graph at first. The graph
is included the edge, vertex and distance of edge variables, scan all vertexes which
connect the current node to find the nearly edge and select, then do the step until find
the finish node to get shortest path. Dijkstra’s algorithm is also used to find the
shortest path to travel between two cities. It becomes an important example or
reference in many algorithms.
A* search algorithm is important to apply in Artificial Intelligence (AI) predict the
motion or path of movement. It is common foundation skill to use for AI object to act
in the game development. For example, find the shortest driving path from city A to
city B, there are some cities between of them, all the driving distance between two
cities and all the straight line distance of city B to other cities are given. A* algorithm
scan all the cities next to current city, then sum of those distances are given, find the
city which is shortest and do the same step until go to the city B. As steps we know
that it is combined the Dijkstra’s algorithm to implement, so sometimes it has better
performance than Dijkstra’s algorithm.
As I mention that these two algorithms are the examples of general shortest path.
There is something we can easy to notice that those algorithms do not consider the
time variable in the shortest path, the results only support no time limit situation.
Although the solutions are not wrong completely, they are not the best answer now.

Time-dependent shortest path is different to the general shortest path, it is considered
a set of every two linked by a road between two places, required in an arrive time to
pass through from place A to place B use the set of links, and find the path which is
the least travel time and contains a limit numbers of links.
So that time-dependent shortest path is focus on the time variable to select the links of
path, it is more accurate to fit the situation in real world life. The time variable is
dynamic change in the different time period, the path may also change based on time
variable vary. Therefore, Time-dependent shortest path is described about the fastest
path depend on the time that the general shortest path is focused on the minimum
distance of path.
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2.3 Tools

2.3.1 Android Studio

Android Studio [5] is official software for developers to develop the mobile
application, it provide the different packages, resources and develop environment to
support developers to create their own application on Android platform, developers
can debug, edit and test the code in Android Studio.

Therefore, we choose to use the Android Studio as our develop tools. My partner use
it to develop several mobile applications before by himself, he has already understand
how to make basic class in an application, I just use to this software at first time, so I
study it for a period of time when my partner build up the fundamental classes of our
application.
2.3.2 SQLite

SQLite [11] is used to handle the database that it provides the library of software to
implement SQL database in several platform. SQLite can handle different kinds of
data structures, developer can apply the data structures to suit the data and use into
their application.

Moreover, SQLite can be support in Android, it can be applied in android platform
directly, only import the several packages, the database is simple for developer to
create, insert, delete and update in Android Studio. So we choose the SQLite as our
application database tool, but the R*-tree is disabled in default setting. In the
implement part, I will discuss more how to enable and use the R*-tree in SQLite of
Android Studio.
2.3.3 NDK

Android NDK [4] is a tool that it can generate a library to combine the native-code of
program languages for the other languages applications usage. Such the case of our
application, the R*-tree is disable in the SQLite, we need enable it by using NDK, I
will talk more about this in the implement part.
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CHAPTER 3. Design

Our mobile application is developed on the Android system, most of Android
applications are free to download for anyone to use on Google Play Store. In the
Android application developed, it is not too strict limitation about the testing and
development, not like the IOS platform. Beside, our smart phones also are the
Android system is the other reason we choose to develop the application on the
Android mobile.

As I mention before that our application is divided into two parts, one is the
Augmented Reality part, and the other one is the simulation of bus route suggestion
part. But in the design part, we divide it into data part, front-end and back-end parts,
data part is about data collect and analyse, front-end part is focus on the user interface,
and the back-end part is focus on the techniques.

3.1 Data collect and analyse

At first, we need to collect the data about the public bus and building of Macau that
the data are included bus stations coordinate, building coordinate, bus routes number
and their names. These data are provided in government department DSAT website,
actually we can get the data by manual, but base on the data are difficult for us to get
efficient.

So we find the other way to get data, the Google map data is relatively authority
collector, we try to use the Google map API to apply in our application. The Google
map API provides the permission for Google users can develop their own application
with the Google map information. Unfortunately, when we get the data form API, we
found that the data information is too long time without update. The reason that we
think the Macau government maybe has some limitation about collect data of Google.
At last, we find that a website – OpenStreetMap (OSM) [2] is free to get and open
source to modify the data. Therefore, the data of OSM are kept update by someone
constantly. Then, we get the data from OpenStreetMap by the websites use some tag
name value to get proper information and generate as the xml files.

3.2 Interface

The interface part is mainly focus on the Augmented Reality part, the part credit by
my partner, he use the phone sensors and function to implement the AR function, such
as the accelerometer, magnetic sensor, location sensor and mobile camera are apply in
the Augmented Reality part. And the user other interface, the key word search part
also credit by him.

3.3 Techniques

When we get the data from OSM, we decide to put data into user mobile local storage.
Since we consider that most of people do not apply the internet service of their mobile
and some place cannot be connect the internet, our mobile application is available to
use offline or without internet connect. And this part is what I focus on. After we
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discuss that we choose the SQLite to work with the local database, I will explain more
about implement with SQLite in the next chapter.

Because of the data amounts are large, so we design to use the spatial index-R*-tree in
the database to get good performance. R*-tree can be query the result quickly in the
database. For example, as
the Figure 8 Example of
R-tree structure, it shows
that the data are assigned
in the database by
bounding boxes. If the
query result is “R15” in
database, we can know
clearly in this figure. First,
“R2” is chose on the root
bounding box, then “R6”
is selected from “R2”, At
last, the answer “R15” is
got. Since the example, we
can see how efficient of
R*-tree query.

But the R*-tree is disable
in the SQLite default, so it
Figure 8 Example of R-tree structure [10]
need to enable by the
Android NDK, since the original source code of R*-tree in SQLite is not program as
java language. Therefore, enable the R*-tree need to generate a cross-platform library
by Android NDK. Then we can use R*-tree to implement the Augmented Reality part.
R* -tree that it is applied in searching the locations around the user, then display
different icons to show the bus stations and tourist places on the smart phone camera
screen by the Augmented Reality instant. e.g., display only those surrounding Points
of Interests (POIs). This significant helps as mobile device has limit computation
power and battery.

Figure 9 Example of R*-tree implement in AR
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To implement time-Dependent Network, the important thing is the time varible.
Because of there are no relative data, I decide to collect all the whole bus paths of all
the bus routes from the OSM, and collect all the traffic signals in Macau. Since traffic
signal is one of factor to affect the time varible. Then I calulate all the distance
between every two linked bus stations. There are all the coordinates of the path in the
xml file, I have already collected the coordinates of the bus stations, then use these
coordinates calulate and separate the coordinates of the path into subpath of each
connected bus stations. use the distance to calulate the estimate time and combine the
numbers of traffic signals to sitmulate a time for each distance. I design that it should
be generate the result like the Figure 10 Simulation result of Time-Dependent
Network.

Figure 10 Simulation result of Time-Dependent Network

In
our
application,
Time-Dependent Network is
applied in a simulation of
the bus route suggestion
from location A to location
B.
Because
of
the
environment variables is
different, the suggestion is
not only consider the set of
links, and also need to think
about some bus route only
can pass in certain links.
According these limitations
and the current time,
generate several different
suggestions to users for
reference. For example, as
Figure 11 example suggestion of Time-Dependent Network
the Figure 11 example
suggestion of Time-Dependent Network show that different time period has vary bus
route suggestion. And this part also is that I focus on.
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CHAPTER 4. Implementation
4.1 Data collect and analyse

As I mention in the last Chapter, we decide to get the data from the OpenStreetMap
(OSM) by the websites. The websites are “overpass-turbo” and “XAPI Query
Builder”. These two websites can specific to use some codes or key in some tag node
name to get the data as xml or json file. We can get the same result in those two
websites by different methods.
In “overpass-turbo”, it focus on code to query get the result, the code style is special
that it could be find the example code in wiki. There is an example code to get all the
bus routes data in “overpass-turbo”:
/*gen all the bus routes of Macau*/
rel[route=bus][network=Macau];
out geom;

The Figure 12 Statistics result of overpass-turbo is a screenshot of statistics result
show that there are 2317 nodes and 1525 ways included in 77 bus routes.

Figure 12 Statistics result of overpass-turbo

Figure 13 Remarks of the result on map (left side), part of xml file (right side) show
that a screenshot of the remarks of the result on the map and the screenshot of part of
the xml result file.

Figure 13 Remarks of the result on map (left side), part of xml file (right side)
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In “XAPI Query Builder”, it does not need to enter any code. Select the area which is
query first, then just enter the tag name and tag value and submit. There is an example
tag to get all the bus routes data in “XAPI Query Builder”:
/*the tag gen all the bus routes of Macau*/
route=bus

Then it will be display the result like Figure 15 Result of the example, and press
“XAPI commands” to choose one of link to get the file.

Figure 14Example of use "XAPI Query Builder"

Figure 15 Result of the example
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And the other data are used the same way to get result files as xml, then we parse the
xml file to transfer and insert into the database.

Figure 16 all the xml files of data

Because of our mobile application provide the offline service to users that we need to
build up the database first. We write the program with java language to parse the xml
file, I focus on the data of traffic signals, calculate distances, generate the times of
Time-Dependent Network and create R* -tree tables, the others work are credits by
my partner in this java program. The first command is used to compile this java
program below, the command is separated into two, the first part is using –encoding
and MS950 to compile the ClassifyBS.java which is included some Chinese in it, so need
to divide. And the second part that sqlite-jdbc-3.8.11.2.jar is a .jar file need to
compile for SQL commands. The second command is used to run the program.
>javac -encoding MS950 -cp ClassifyBS.java; -cp ".;sqlite-jdbc-3.8.11.2.jar"
ParseXML.java
>java -cp ".;sqlite-jdbc-3.8.11.2.jar" ParseXML

Figure 17 Result of parse the xml files successfully

Parse the data of traffic signals that they are important factor of the driving times on
the road. I get all the coordinates of traffic signals from OSM, there are about 225
traffic signals. According the latitude and longitude of traffic signal, use
GeoCalculator.distance to calculate the distance between to other exist traffic signals, if
the distance less than 35 meters, then set the traffic signals into a group and record the
numbers of traffic signals in a group, else create a new group for the traffic signal.
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protected static void readTraffXML(){
BusStop temptraff;
try{

File file = new File("traff_sign.xml");
......
int dis = (int)GeoCalculator.distance(x1,y1,x2,y2);
if (dis <= 35) {
......

traffSign.add(temptraff);

}
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
}

System.out.println("total traff_sign:\t"+traffSign.size());

Then calculate the driving distances between two connected bus stations, this part I
programed it in the readBusRoutesXML(), because it is more easy to calculate the
distance route by route. The beginning of my part is started after
tempBusRoute.optimizeRoutes() , this express the a bus route has already parsed, then I
get all the coordinates of nodes which are parts of whole path of the bus route like
Figure 18 some coordinates of nodes of the whole bus route path.
protected static void readBusRoutesXML(){
BusRoute tempBusRoute;
......

try{

File file = new File("bus.xml");
tempBusRoute.optimizeRoutes();

Figure 18 some coordinates of nodes of the whole bus route path
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Because they are just the set of nodes of some straight lines, and the nodes of bus
stations are not included in those sets. So I get the all coordinates of bus stops of this
bus route from tempBusRoute, then use GeoCalculator.distance calculate distances
between bus station to all nodes of whole path one by one, get the nearly one node,
and use GeoCalculator.distance again to calculate and sum them all together.

Figure 19 the situation of the calculate distance

Simulate to generate the time for each distance that the time is following some
estimate speed limitations on the road.
if(dis < 600){
traffttj = trafft + (int)(dis*60/300);
trafftn = trafft + (int)(dis*60/400);
traffts = trafft + (int)(dis*60/500);
}else if(dis<1000){
traffttj = trafft + (int)(dis*60/400);
trafftn = trafft + (int)(dis*60/500);
traffts = trafft + (int)(dis*60/600);
}else {
traffttj = trafft + (int)(dis*60/500);
trafftn = trafft + (int)(dis*60/600);
traffts = trafft + (int)(dis*60/700);
}

Then according the numbers of traffic signals in a group, I defined the time that when
the edge of bus stations is nearly the group of traffic signals enough less than 35
meters, then add a time into the time of distance I just generated. If the group of
traffic signals is included one or two traffic signal, then plus 30 seconds, if it is
included 3 or 4, then plus 60 seconds, more 4 traffic signals plus 70 seconds.
if (state == false){

if (num == 1 || num == 2) {
trafft = trafft + 30;
}
if (num == 3 || num == 4) {
trafft = trafft + 60;
}
if (num >= 5) {
trafft = trafft + 70;
}

}
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Then create the R*-tree table by the SQL command. The command is similar to the
normal table create, just change some words let R*-tree create of table successful.
String create_rtree = "CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE " + _TableName1 + " USING rtree ("
......
String create_rtree2 = "CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE " + _TableName4 + " USING rtree ("

4.2 Interface

The interface part is credited by my partner. I focus on the techniques part.

4.3 Techniques

Since we need to use a large amount of data in our mobile application, we tried to
download all the data when the user open our application at first time, but it spent lots
of time in this way to download and insert the data. As I mention before, construct an
R*-tree database need the high cost time, in order to optimize the structure not
overlap that R*-tree maybe need to spend the time for reinsertion. So the offline
database is the best choice in our application, we can build up the database first, and
then put the database into user smart phone directly.
When we created the table and insert all the data into the database, I can put the
database into our application. First, I need to put database into the folder “assets” of
our project file by Android Studio generated. Because the default location of the
database in smart phone that it is not able to put the outside database into that current
file, so I need to put our database in other location in user mobile. The folder “assets”
is default location of Android Studio, the database will be pack into the .apk file, so I
can use the following code to do the action:
protected void import_db(){
boolean dbExist = DH.checkDataBase();
String DB_PATH =
android.os.Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory().getAbsolutePath()
+ File.separator + "ARbus" + File.separator;

......

if (dbExist) { try {
Log.v("Tips", "find the db");
InputStream is = getAssets().open("MacauData.db");

As the code that I use getAssets() to get the location of folder “assets” in our project
file. Then I can export the database from our .apk file to the new location of user
mobile. android.os.Environment.getExternalStorageDirectory().getAbsolutePath() this is
used to get the path of user mobile, for example, the path “/storage/emulated/0” is the
common path in the android smart phone.
Then I need to get the open source code files of SQLite from its website, and put
below code into the Android.mk in “jni/sqlite/” and save.
LOCAL_CFLAGS += -DSQLITE_ENABLE_RTREE

So that put the “jni” file into the NDK file, run the ndk-build.exe to generate the share
library file “libsqliteX.so” for us to use in our application of Android Studio.
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Figure 20 process of library generate

The process is showed that the native-code C++ program files compile into a shared
library. And then I can though this shared library to enabled the R*-tree in Android
Studio now.
All the implementation I do in Android Studio I will discuss in the following. It is
necessary to add the code at first in the “MainActivity.java” of our application for the
library usage, let the shared library is compiled before we use the R*-tree, and import
the related packages.
import
import
import
import

org.sqlite.database.sqlite.SQLiteDatabase;
org.sqlite.database.sqlite.SQLiteDatabase.CursorFactory;
org.sqlite.database.sqlite.SQLiteException;
org.sqlite.database.sqlite.SQLiteOpenHelper;

static {
System.loadLibrary("sqliteX");
}

Build up the MyDBHelper.java is necessary for me to do data query, insert and
calculate from the database. There are 6 tables in the database, they are listed below:
private
private
private
private
private
private

final
final
final
final
final
final

static
static
static
static
static
static

String
String
String
String
String
String

_TableName1
_TableName2
_TableName3
_TableName4
_TableName5
_TableName6

=
=
=
=
=
=

"BusStop_value";
"BusStop_context";
"BusRoutes_context";
"POI_value";
"POI_context";
"DAT_context";

The table1 and table 4 are used the R*-tree structure to build. They only contain the
IDs and the coordinates of bus stations or Point of Interest (POI), and the other tables
are built in normal structure. Table 2 and table 5 are the other information of the table
1 and 4. The information is included the names, IDs, serial numbers etc. that we will
use in the functions of our application. Table 3 is contained all the information of bus
routes, and the table 6 is contained the times, distance and the relative bus route index
that they are used to implement in the Time-Dependent Network.

I applied the R*-tree range query in the functions “getNearBusStop” and “getNearPOI”
in the MyDBHelper.java. These two functions are used to get the POI or bus stations
in 500 meters range, most of numbers is 5 results are contained in the final result
filtered by the distance, and display on the camera screen sorted by near to the far.
There are the codes of setting of the range in the “getNearBusStop” and
“getNearPOI” :
double
double
double
double
double
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distance_temp = ((double)maxDistance+200.0)/100000.0;
lat_min = currentLocation.getLatitude()- distance_temp;
lon_min = currentLocation.getLongitude()- distance_temp;
lat_max = currentLocation.getLatitude()+ distance_temp;
lon_max = currentLocation.getLongitude()+ distance_temp;
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The variable distance_temp is used to calculate and transfer the distance in coordinate
unit. Because I found that the latitude and longitude of coordinate calculate method.
For example a coordinate with the latitude and longitude (22.199261, 113.539584),
the third digital after decimal point is control the hundred place of the meter. That
mean I can get the coordinates of corners of a rectangle range by the centre point.
Like the Figure 21example of rectangle range.

Figure 21example of rectangle range

But based on the GPS/Wi-Fi performance is difference in smart phones, some mobiles
have the deviation in certain environment, so I added 200 meters more to range to
reduce the wrong situation at bad environment.
String sql = "SELECT * FROM " + _TableName1 +" WHERE LAT >= " + lat_min +" AND LAT <= "
+ lat_max +" AND LON >= " + lon_min +" AND LON <= " + lon_max;
Cursor cursor = db.rawQuery(sql,null);
......
tempStop.setLatitude(cursor.getDouble(1));
tempStop.setLongitude(cursor.getDouble(2));
tempDistance = (int)currentLocation.distanceTo(tempStop);

Then use this range to query in the R*-tree table, and use distanceTo to sorted by the
distance. After that, I can get the other information by the list id from the other tables.

We need to store lots of information when query the data from database, so I create
the several classes for us to store and use the data conveniently. BusStop.java,
BusRoute.java and Building.java are used to store a set of information of different
content. In the Building.java, I built up the data structure and some basic input/output
functions in following code:
public class Building {
private int id;
private String name;
private String otname;
private LatLng position;
private boolean tourism;
......
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In the BusRoute.java, I built up the data structure and some basic input/output
functions in following code:
public class BusRoute {
private Integer id;
private String line;
private Integer company;
private boolean oneway;
private ArrayList<Integer> stops;
private ArrayList<Integer> stops2;
private ArrayList<Integer> stopDisIndex;

The stops and stops2 in BusRoute.java are stored the indexes of the bus stations of
each bus route. When the bus route is one way, its bus stations will only store in stops,
if not, that mean the bus route pass though bus stations of forward different to the
backward, so they need to separate two Integer array list to store.
The stopDisIndex is used to store the ID index of the edge distances of each bus route
for the Time-Dependent Network. I created the basic functions and the structure for
the information storage. The other parts of these files are my partner effort.

The Direction.java is the main file to implement Time-Dependent Network, in this
class, I will discuss that how I implement the simulation of the suggestion. At first, I
get the user input from the interface that there are different types user input:
Direction(Location fromLoc, Location toLoc){ findDirections(mdh.getNearBusStop(fromLoc,
0, 500, true), mdh.getNearBusStop(toLoc, 0, 500, true)); }
Direction(Location fromLoc, int toIndex, boolean isBusStop_To)
{findDirections(mdh.getNearBusStop(fromLoc, 0, 500, true),
mdh.getNearBusStopOfX(toIndex, isBusStop_To));}
Direction(int fromIndex, boolean isBusStop_From, Location toLoc)
{findDirections(mdh.getNearBusStopOfX(fromIndex, isBusStop_From),
mdh.getNearBusStop(toLoc, 0, 500, true));}
Direction(int fromIndex, boolean isBusStop_From, int toIndex, boolean isBusStop_To)
{ findDirections(mdh.getNearBusStopOfX(fromIndex, isBusStop_From),
mdh.getNearBusStopOfX(toIndex, isBusStop_To));
}

There are two input values we request to receive, the first one is the start location, the
second one is the destination. The type1 is that user can select any two POIs, bus
stations or POI with one bus station in our database. The type 2 and type 3 are similar
that user can provide his/her current location, the other one input value can like the
type1 choose in our database, type 3 is swap these two input value. The type 4 is that
user can provider his/her current location and pick any point in the Macau map we
show.

All types of input values are handled in MyDBhelper.java first, and then return the
near bus stations in 500 meter range for each location. Pass these the bus stations to
the function findDirections to find path. Because of the situation of transportation
system in Macau and based on human common sense, especially for the tourist, to get
on the bus and not need get off the bus straight reach the destination is the best choice
normally. So that I prefer to find the straight path to reach the destination first, this is
also the most basic request. The code is showed below:
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for(int i=0;i<nearBusStop_To.size();i++){
for(int j=0;j<nearBusStop_From.size();j++){
List<Integer> joined = new ArrayList<Integer>(nearBusStop_To.get(i).getRoutesIndex());
joined.retainAll(nearBusStop_From.get(j).getRoutesIndex());
......
if (analyzeDirection(fromid, toid, routeIndex)) {
addBusDirection(routeIndex, nearBusStop_From.get(j), nearBusStop_To.get(i));
onedirection.add(routeIndex);

Use the loops to find routes are contained both in two bus stations, the nearBusStop_To
is a list of the near bus stations from the start location, the nearBusStop_From is a list of
the near bus stations form the destination. Each bus station is contained a list of the
bus routes indexes it has, so I use the retainAll to get the all the same routes first, then
pass them to analyzeDirection to analyze further.
if (!temp.isOneway()) {
boolean fromisfor = temp.isForwardStop(fromid);
boolean toisfor = temp.isForwardStop(toid);
......

In the analyzeDirection , I divide in two part, first part is used to check the bus route is
one way or not, and the second part is that check the bus station from start location is
or not really can go to the bus station from destination. For example, a case that
although the bus stations are in same route, the bus station from destination has
already passed though. After that, if the bus route is possible, add the bus stations and
the bus route index to store in the hashmap. If the bus route is detected again, compare
two results with the distance variable, choose the shortest.
After find all the one bus route paths, return to the findDirections and do the second
part to find the transfer way to go to destination, I set several limitations to implement
it, the transfer path have to include no more than two bus routes to get there, and the
bus route from the start location cannot same as the result of one bus route path.
Based on these limitations and the combination of two lists are too much, I have
judgement to reduce the numbers of bus stations in those two lists to save the time of
calculate and the time user spent.
if(busDirection.size()>3) {
nearBusStop_From = minimize(nearBusStop_From, 3);
nearBusStop_To = minimize(nearBusStop_To, 3);
}else if(busDirection.size()<=3){
nearBusStop_From = minimize(nearBusStop_From, 5);
nearBusStop_To = minimize(nearBusStop_To, 5);
}

If there are more than three result of suggestion of one bus route paths, the numbers of
bus stations of the lists reduced to 3 in each list, else reduce to 5 for each list. Those
bus stations also are sorted by nearly.
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for(int i=0;i<nearBusStop_To.size();i++){
for(int j=0;j<nearBusStop_From.size();j++){
List<Integer> union = new ArrayList<Integer>(nearBusStop_To.get(i).getRoutesIndex());
List<Integer> joined = new ArrayList<Integer>(nearBusStop_To.get(i).getRoutesIndex());
joined.retainAll(nearBusStop_From.get(j).getRoutesIndex());
union.addAll(nearBusStop_From.get(j).getRoutesIndex());
union.removeAll(joined);
union.retainAll(nearBusStop_To.get(i).getRoutesIndex());
union.removeAll(onedirection);

Then implement them in the loops too, but this time is to find the bus route which is
not both included in two bus stations. So I use retainAll, addAll, removeAll to filter all
unnecessary bus routes pass to analyzeDirection1 for the further analysis.
In analyzeDirection1, I divide it in two situations that one way and not one way, after
the judgment pass to genDirection2, I had used the A* algorithm to implement this part
before, if I just implement A* algorithm that it can be get a really shortest path, but
when I put the other limitations into the method, it became to spend much more time
to get the result, so that I give up the method.

And now I implement the Time-Dependent Network by my way, I set that a bus route
B can be taken to destination but it is not in any start station, then find a bus route A
in the start stations which can be connect the bus route B at certain unknown bus
station. When get a path of the transfer path call the gettime in MyDBhelper.java to
implement time depend part. In the gettime, this function received the index of bus
stations and the bus route index, I query all the times of those edges between these
two bus stations by the bus route in database, then sum them all and return to compare
the time of exist transfer time that keep the fastest one in the hashmap.
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Figure 22 the time data in database

All the times of the edges are generated by parse the data of bus routes. The unit of
time is second that it is easy to sum and calculate more accurate. As the Figure 22 the
time data in database, there are three types of times, they are smooth, normal and
traffic jam times. I assume that smooth time is expressed the time period (20:30-7:30),
normal time is expressed the time period (9:30-12:30, 14:30-17:00), and traffic jam
time is expressed the time period (7:30-9:30, 12:30-14:30, 17:00-20:30), the times are
changed in different time periods. The generations of times are based on my driving
experiences and the observation of bus driving.
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CHAPTER 5. Testing
5.1 The case study one

One day, a tourist travelled around in Macau by
himself. He walked along on the road and took
photo all around until he saw the red building in
his eyes. At this time, he found that he stayed at
the crossroad and there are several directions of
roads. He had no idea which way he chose to
continue his trip, because he did not prepare any
travel journey for the places that he specially
want to go.
Although he had carried his smart phone, there
is no available Wi-Fi and internet connect.
Fortunately, he just remembered that he
download a Macau offline mobile application
from somewhere on the internet before he came
to Macau, the application is MACAR, he
opened the apps and pressed “AR EXPLORE”
button, not long after, the application opened the
camera and display several icons on the screen
quickly.

Figure 23 cover screen of MACAR

He hold his smart phone look over around, the
icons were keep moving smoothly on screen
by his action, he pressed on some icons which
are name as “bus stop”, he saw some
information appeared on the top and bottom.
Then he turned the screen to left side, he saw
that there are two icons which are the camera,
he realised the icons should be express some
tourism place, so he went along the direction
on the screen to restart his trip.

Figure 24 AR screen of MACAR
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In this case, our application can provide the
instant information quickly without internet
connect, that the user can have a good
experience and clearly concept to solve his
problem immediately. It shows that the offline
SQLite database and the R*-tree are useful for
the good performance of our application.
These two can be solve the situation without
internet and handle large amount data. These
are the works what I am focus on.
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5.2 The case study two

A high school student, because of the
school activity, she must go to the Macau
Science Museum tomorrow, but she
always goes to school on foot since her
school very near to her home. Moreover,
she like go out with her friends on foot to
walk around the street and shopping, so
that she did not like to take any bus to go
everywhere, and she also know how
horrible of Macau transportation system.
However, Macau Science Museum is too
far to walk from her home, and she do not
know what bus route can go there.
Last week, her friend told her that there is
an interesting local mobile application
which is doing some about Macau public
transportation new out on the internet and
ask her to step it for fun. At this time, she
just remembered she did not open this
application yet, so she opened it to take a
look what interesting things are included.

Figure 25Direction part of MACAR

When she opened the apps, she saw there is a
name of the application – MACAR, and there
are two buttons below, she press the “AR
EXPLORE” first, she realised what it is
quickly, she played it for several minutes and
she think that is fun as her friend told her.

Then she returned to home screen and
pressed the “Direction” button. She
understood that it is what she found at
present, so she just enter the key words of her
home and she saw the key word suggest
showed the nearest bus station of her home
then she choose it and enter Macau Science
Museum in the next column to press ‘GO”
button. The screen transferred to other screen
and showed the loading animation, not long
after, there are several suggestions display on
the screen, she was happy to found that the
bus route 17 can go there directly.
Figure 26 the suggestions of Direction
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Unfortunately, on that day, when she just
reached that she saw the bus of 17 just passed
over the bus station she was staying, she
worried that she would be late. But she did
not remember the other suggestions in the
apps, so she search it again in the app, she
found that the order of the suggestions are
different to last night, the first one change to
bus route 18 and transfer to bus route 5X.
Therefore, she followed this suggestion to go
to destination successfully.

In this case, our application can provide
different suggestions in different time periods.
The suggestions are showed in clearly way
for the user to understand.

Figure 27 the suggestions of Direction
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CHAPTER 6. Discussion

Base on the our final work out, in general, that is not what we really expect the best
final result in our final year project, there are lots of our ideas did not implement in
the project, I think that it is possible for us to do more if we have more time. When all
the functions are prepared well, it should be become a useful mobile application in
Macau. But not talk the case too far that the two functions of our application still have
many shortages.

In Augmented Reality part, I am satisfied the present result that it is nearest our
expect screen as we can show, it is credited a lot by my partner. My partner is very
well to handle the interface design, the icons and the display style that I am very
appreciate his effort on all the interface design. Maybe the AR is not the best one
design, but it is enough for me continue to use this application if it is developed
completely. Moreover, the AR part can be doing more in the type of icons. That
means it is possible to show much more different information on the screen if we can
collect the data more widely and separate them to correct category. Such as the
restaurant location we can show on AR, they can be more detail in type of countries.
The other example is the real time notification, if we can get those data or information
that we can show the activity will be hold in what time and which place to the user on
AR, guide the user to take part in the activity. However, someone told me that it is too
miscellaneous in a mobile application if we can add those kinds of information. A
good mobile application should be simple and easy for user to use that focus in the
certain field and provides powerful or necessary function.
In the simulation of suggestions of Time-Dependent Network part, this is what I do
and focus in our mobile application. The result is really not my hypothesis that it is
not close to the real situation. Many factors are not being considered in the process,
and the data we cannot get in a short period. Actually the human is the large
changeable factor in the Time-Dependent Network, when a number of people move to
the other area from the original area by any way, it is transfer the flow to one area
form the original, it cause the regularity situation is broken that whole calculate result
will change. Moreover, we can do more of other suggestion of path in Macau. For
example, the suggestions of path of travel order to the tourist, the suggestions of path
of restaurant choice to the people. If the data are can be collect the suggestions will
help much more people to solve their problems and have the good experience.

After finish this project, I realised that I should have re-plan or rearrange my time
management in future, it is important to do the things step by step and well-plan to
handle the time assignment. Such as this project, everything was doing in hurry and
no too much for me to check clearly in my work. I think that it is not allow me to do
something wrong too many opportunities in the working after I graduate. Therefore, I
hope that I can change the bad habit of time management take seriously.
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CHAPTER 7. Ethics and Professional Conduct
7.1 Issue#1

In our mobile application, based on the functions we need to provide instant result
that they are also involve the location data of user. In Augmented Reality part, it is not
able to avoid getting user location data in this aspect. I realised that it is involved the
user privacy, we need to avoid get the information from user when the user is
unknown about these process. Fortunately, the position of our application is an offline
application that it is not involved the leakage of information of the user in the current
version. If the application is really provided service outside, it is difficult to keep the
application offline completely. Since we need to get the latest data, we just can
provide better service for user, so I think that it is necessary to tell this case for user
clearly when they step our application at first time. And the other hand, we should ask
the permission from the user, like the services of Google, Google will ask a question
before they collect the data. If the user gives us the permission to get the data, beside
we need to protect the transmission of the data. We also handle the data carefully in
our own server security.

7.2 Issue#2

In our mobile application, I think that we were not having a well-plan to develop each
component of our mobile application. Although the application is running in regular
at this moment, I believe that it is contained different bugs and shortage in the
application. So that I realise that whatever what application, it should be developed in
the well-plan and test the components step by step take seriously. We should try our
best as possible to avoid the errors appear when the user using, it is not only be
responsible for the user, also responsible myself. Like the most of mobile applications,
they always get the report to response error from the user, then the develop team solve
and recognize the error or bugs immediately, this action is responsible for both to
make the application better.
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CHAPTER 8. Conclusions

Since the situation of the transportation system in Macau, the government of city is
without the well-plan for road planning and control importation of vehicles. It cause
that there are happened different problems every day in Macau, especially the public
bus, it is the nightmare for all the Macau residents that they are disappointed and feel
no hope to the government. Therefore, we made this mobile application that we use
some new elements to show the situation of the current transportation system at the
other view point. We hope that user can recognize again this city we are living, renew
the knowledge as we known.
Augmented Reality function can display the icons express the bus stations and POIs
on the camera screen immediately. In our expectation, it can let people know more
about the locations of public bus stations and aware there are many buildings/POIs
hidden in the city, and help the tourist easy to travel in Macau.
The simulation of suggestion with Time-Dependent Network is telling to people that
it is not only one way to go to destination. The public transportation still can provide
different available choice for the Macau resident to find out. According different time
period, we can provide the different suggestion.

This project may not really be able to help the people in Macau, but we hope that
Macau people would wake up to re-consider and re-concern the transportation system,
to think more about how to face and solve the exist problems, try to make our life
better by ourselves.
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